CITY COUNCIL
City of Mclendon-Chisholm, Texas
Regular Meeting Minutes
August 22, 2017
The City Council of the City of Mclendon-Chisholm convened in Regular Session on
Tuesday, August 22, 2017, at City Hall, 1371 West FM 550, Mclendon-Chisholm, Texas,
with the following members present:

Staff Present:

Robert Steinhagen
Adrienne Balkum
James Herren
Wayne Orchard
Sim Woodham
Scott Turnbull

Mayor
Council Member
Council Member
Mayor Pro Tern
Council Member
Council Member

David Butler
Lisa Palomba

City Administrator
City Secretary

1. Mayor Steinhagen called the meeting to order at 6:37 p.m.
2. Council Member Herren delivered the Invocation and led the Pledge of Allegiance
to the United States and Texas flags.
3. Mayor Steinhagen welcomed those attending the meeting and those viewing the
meeting online via Facebook Live. Mayor Steinhagen then reviewed Council Meeting
Guidelines including Rules of Decorum.
4. Citizens Comments. No one spoke during the citizen comment period.
Mayor Steinhagen announced he will be moving ahead to Item 1Oa. Meet with
various contactor and vendors regarding services provided and fees for services.
Mayor Steinhagen invited City Engineer Dub Douphrate to the podium. Mayor
Steinhagen reminded everyone that Council is meeting with all vendors to better
understand services provided and associated fees. At Council's request, Douphrate
provided a brief biography of his education and civil engineering experience. Douphrate
described his role of City Engineer explaining that he reviews plats, reviews new
engineering designs, performs inspections of new subdivisions, and works with
subdivision contractors on issues such as drainage as needed. Douphrate says he enjoys
working for the City. Mayor Pro Tern Orchard asked Douphrate how he was paid.
Douphrate responded that most often he is paid at a rate of $150.00 per hour but
occasionally he will perform work based on an agreed lump sum for a project. Butler
interjected offering that Douphrate performs inspections at ground level prior issuance of
any building permits . Herren commented that the City enjoys a good relationship with
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Douphrate and hopes it will continue. Balkum discussed drainage issue in Sonoma Verde
with Douphrate focusing on a process to resolve complaints related to drainage. It was
determined that once a complaint is made and a problem identified, Douphrate will work
with subdivision engineers and developers to find a solution to a problem. It was noted
that Douphrate writes reports regarding any work he does for the City and those reports
are provided to City Administrator Butler. Further discussion ensued regarding problems
in Sonoma Verde. Douphrate acknowledged that problems may exist due to expansive
or volatile soil which often requires lime stabilization. Council also discussed the process
for handling complaints in mature subdivisions. Douphrate indicated he and the City
Administrator will investigate complaints, determine the source of the problem,
responsible party and a means of problem resolution. Douphrate commented that some
issues will not be apparent until large amounts of rainfall occur or may occur after lot
alterations upstream. It was also explained that Douphrate's inspections stop when
building begins. Douphrate will inspect prior to a home owner's association (HOA) taking
over responsibility from a developer so that a developer is held accountable and HOAs
are not taking on the responsibility for existing problems. Discussion also included the
need for silt fencing; keeping storm drains properly covered; Texas Commission on
Environment Quality requirements in active construction sites and street sweeping.
Dick Demien representing Waste Connections was invited to address Council.
Demien described his history as a waste removal provider to the City; described the
corporate structure of his organization; discussed current customer costs; sales tax;
franchise fees paid back to the City; use of small trucks to save street wear; exclusive
right to serve residential customers; contract term; types of waste items collected; dump
sites; and once per week service schedule. Council Members thanked Demien for his
service and Balkum noted that Waste Connection employees are consistently friendly and
helpful. Turnbull asked Demien if there were any rate hikes likely in the near future.
Demien explained that Consumer Price Index (CPI) data is reviewed each January and
a rate hike is a possibility and would correspond with the CPI index. Customer service,
complaints and response to complaints and were also discussed as well as a means for
citizens to leave a gift to Waste Connections employees should they desire. Notification
to new occupants to set up service was also briefly discussed. Council Members thanked
Demien for attending this evening's meeting .
5. Minutes of July 6, 2017 Special Work Session; July 11, 2017 Regular meeting;
July 13 Special Work Session; July 18 Special Work Session; July 25, 2017 Regular
Meeting and August 8, 2017 Regular Meeting. Council Member Turnbull moved to
approve all minutes as presented. Mayor Pro Tern Orchard seconded the motion. A vote
was cast and the motion carried by unanimous consent.
6. Mayoral comments regarding the removal of historical monuments around the
United States. Mayor Steinhagen requested his remarks regarding historical monuments
be entered into the record verbatim. Steinhagen's verbatim remarks are presented as
follows:
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[Begin Steinhagen Verbatim Remarks] "In 1776, Representatives of the original
thirteen colonies assembled and wrote the Declaration of Independence. With this
document, our founding fathers proclaimed to the world that America was a democratic
republic:

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness."
Ironically, that same year Alexander Fraser Tytler, a European historian published The
Decline and Fall of the Athenian Republic. In his publication, Tytler reported that from his
research he had determined the following:
"A democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of government. It can only exist until the
voters discover they can vote themselves largess from the public treasury. From that
moment on, the majority always votes for the candidates promising them the most
benefits from the public treasury, with the result that a democracy always collapses over
a loss of fiscal responsibility, always followed by a dictatorship. The average of the world's
great civilizations before they decline has been 200 years. These nations have
progressed in this sequence:
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

bondage to spiritual faith,
spiritual faith to great courage,
courage to liberty,
liberty to abundance,
abundance to selfishness,
selfishness to complacency,
complacency to apathy,
apathy to dependency,
dependency back again to bondage."

While it is quite difficult for one person to change the course of history, you may ask
yourself, "Where do I stand personally in the cycle of freedom and bondage?" This
question applies both politically and spiritually. Are you informed politically and doing
something to help inform others to help keep basic civil liberties alive in your country? Or,
are you apathetic and uninterested? Are you a person who is willing to stand for truth,
both political and spiritual, though it may cost you a sacrifice of some kind? As you
consider these types of questions, consider that our ultimate responsibility is before God
and not men.
On the one hand, we may truly celebrate our spiritual freedom as individuals no matter
what condition society is in. As Christians, we may go to our church buildings and enjoy
singing worship songs to our Creator and Redeemer. But there is also a time to go out
into the world to be salt and light, to go outside the camp, so to speak, even as Jesus did,
and to bear the cross of Christ. We do meet Christ and His presence in fullness as the
Church and family of God gathers, but we also meet with Christ as we step out of our
comfort zones and take a stand for truth. As Americans accustomed to comfort and safety,
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it is quite difficult to comprehend that Christ Himself may be calling us outside the camp
of our comforts. But Paul's writings imply that Christ's purpose in the world has been
manifested outside the camp, not inside. And that we are to embrace this sense of
purpose and sacrifice as our own. Hebrews 13:13 states, "Let us, then, go to him outside
the camp, bearing the disgrace he bore."(NIV)
If you are willing to stand for the absolute truth of Christ's gospel and the sanctity and
dignity of human life in today's society, then you will be in conflict with the agenda of many
people that stand passionately against you, no matter what political party. On a deeper
level, it's not pro-government or anti-government, but simply pro-Christ.
If you take a spiritual stand in a society that is becoming entrenched with antichrist
underpinnings, then, guess what, you are not only taking a spiritual stand, people will see
you as taking a political stand based on the values you represent. We Christians can
sometimes forget that, as salt and light, we are to stand for truth and justice. And because
these ideas have universal applications, there will be both spiritual and political
implications. According to scripture, the final phase of political bondage will be ultimately
controlled by a brutal Antichrist leader. According to prophecy, this will be the last cycle
of tyranny before Christ's reign and, based on the signs around us, we seem to already
be at the point of no return.
It may seem as though the entire world is against us when we choose to take such a
stand for truth. In a sense, it is. But, nevertheless, we don't have to be afraid. As the
Apostle John showed , our spiritual lives hold primacy over our physical lives. And we
have exceeding power and authority in Christ, even though we may appear to be weak
and foolish in the sight of the world . John wrote, "You are of God, little children, and have
overcome them because He who is in you is greater than he who is in the world. "
Modern political liberalism is catapulting our society back into bondage, and the removal
of civil war statues around the nation is illustrative of this thinly veiled attempt to rewrite
history to satisfy the proclivities of the liberal left in America.
Ironically, I actually agree with the outspoken Harvard Professor and self-proclaimed
liberal, Alan Dershowitz who today stated that liberals should not treat Antifa members as
heroes for tearing down Confederate monuments, because they are trying to "tear down
America."
On Fox and Friends this morning Dershowitz said, "Do not glorify the violent people who
are now tearing down the statues. Many of these people, not all of them, many of these
people are trying to tear down America . Antifa is a radical, anti-America, anti-free market,
communist, socialist, hard left sensorial organization that tries to stop speakers on
campuses from speaking."
"They use violence," Dershowitz stated. "Just because they are opposed to fascism and
to some of these monuments, should not make them heroes of the liberals," he added .
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So, I ask those who support the removal of these statues, where they think this will stop?
With Lee & Jackson?
Dershowitz warned there is a danger to tearing down these monuments because it
creates a slippery slope regarding what is acceptable and what is not.
"Of course, there is a danger of going too far," Dershowitz said. "There is a danger of
removing Washington and Jefferson and other Founding Fathers who themselves owned
slaves."
Dershowitz further compared the movement to remove Confederate monuments to Stalin,
and accused the agitators of trying to rewrite history.
"The idea of willy nilly going through and doing what Stalin did, just erasing history and
rewriting it to serve current purposes does pose a danger. And it poses a danger of
education malpractice," Dershowitz said.
I submit that if they go down then the removal of the Martin Luther King monument in
Washington DC, along with any others around the nation is the next inevitable domino to
fall, because of his position on what has, according to their political advocates, become
a prominent civil right at the same level as that which Dr. King fought for, which is the
rights of homosexual.
I would like to read highlights from an article by Matt Barber, from Life Site website.

What was MLK's position on the homosexual lifestyle and so-called "gay rights"?
While he said little in public on the issue, what he did say made his viewpoint
abundantly clear. Unlike the "LGBT" lobby, I'll let Dr. King speak for himself.
In 1958, while writing an advice column for Ebony Magazine, Dr. King responded to
a young "gay" man looking for guidance. To avoid being accused of "cherry-picking,"
here is the exchange in its entirety:
Question: My problem is different from the ones most people
have. I am a boy, but I feel about boys the way I ought to feel
about girls. I don't want my parents to know about me. What can
I do? Is there any place where I can go for help?
Answer: Your problem is not at all an uncommon one. However,
it does require careful attention. The type of feeling that you have
toward boys is probably not an innate tendency, but something
that has been culturally acquired. Your reasons for adopting this
habit have now been consciously suppressed or unconsciously
repressed. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with this problem by
getting back to some of the experiences and circumstances that
led to the habit. In order to do this, I would suggest that you see
a good psychiatrist who can assist you in bringing to the forefront
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of conscience all of those experiences and circumstances that led
to the habit. You are already on the right road toward a solution,
since you honestly recognize the problem and have a desire to
solve it.
No amount of leftist spin can muddy Dr. King's lucid position on the homosexual
lifestyle. He recognized it as a "culturally acquired" "problem" in need of a "solution"
- a "habit" stemming from a series of negative "experiences and circumstances."
Although homosexual activists desperately cling to the fact that, after his death, Dr.
King's wife, Coretta Scott King, did voice support for the homosexualist political
agenda, the undeniable reality remains that, based upon his own words, Dr. King
supported neither homosexual conduct nor "LGBT" political activism.
Indeed, it strains credulity to suggest that MLK would have thrown his weight behind
a political movement hell-bent on justifying sexual appetites and behaviors that he
properly identified as "a problem" demanding "a solution" - a "type of feeling" that
requires "careful attention" - up to and including "see[ing] a good psychiatrist."
No, MLK was a Christian minister who both embraced and articulated the biblical
"love the sinner, hate the sin" model on homosexuality.

The actions of those who are removing monuments of history that some find distasteful
or offensive is the same efforts made by Marx, Lennon, Hitler, Mussolini, Pol Pot, and
most recently ISIS, along with other despicable leaders of movements that began as
political movements but ended in the destruction of the very societies that those who
supported their efforts had hoped to avoid.
Despite the liberal left's arguments to the contrary, Donald Trump is not the next dictator
of America, because he is advocating for the right of individual liberty and free expression,
while those on the political left continually advocate for centralizing control with
government and ending any form of free expression that they have deemed to be
unacceptable. Their standards are based on a secular humanistic point of view while
Trump, with all his faults, advocates for a Judea-Christian worldview.
The press pays far too much attention to fringe groups in America like the KKK, where a
rally today will see few come out in support because the attitudes and opinions that they
represent and propagate are anathema to the attitudes and opinions of ninety-nine
percent of Americans. But the Press must feed the insatiable 24-hour news cycle with
sensational information, which usually includes what the press clearly views as great
entertainment on the level of Jerry Springer, but not real news.
Conservative principle in America is castigated and those of us who stand up for it are
marginalized, even ridiculed by a Press that has long-since abandoned the pursuit of truth
or empirical facts. Members of the media have placed themselves in the center of virtually
every story of substance, which is why more and more Americans are tuning out.
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The press should work to stop editorializing the news and instead start reporting the real
news that better reflects the views of the majority of what Americans believe, rather than
trying to create perceptions of America based on those whose views contradict in hopes
of drumming up more viewers or readers. The fringe in our nation will continue to be the
tail that wags the proverbial dog until the Press rediscovers their compass, when stories
were based on facts that wasn't about creating fact out of fiction . In short, they need to
act more responsibly.
I know that I will be criticized for speaking about a national matter like this. After all what
business does a mayor of a little city like Mclendon-Chisholm have in speaking to a
national matter like this? That mentality is precisely why I believe that our nation is in the
condition that it is in today, because there are those out there who believe that local voices
can have no impact on what occurs nationally.
More importantly I believe that we must speak out to ensure that tyranny it does not reign .
The greatest hope for our nation I believe, is not found in government, but in the people.
Apathy and indifference is what it gives those in power the ability to make decisions that
contradict what is in the best interest of the people to ensure that liberty reigns supreme.
Tyranny is established by those who support the notion that only those at the highest
levels of power should have the right and authority to speak out against actions of
government, like those who I am sure will criticize me now. Often times it is those who
claim to be patriots that lead the people into the bondage of centralized control of
government, a fundamental principle of American patriotism, which is the liberty and right
of citizens to speak freely.
I take no issue with those who may disagree with what I say tonight, but only with those
who say I should not be given this right to speak.
To be clear, I do not speak tonight I'll be half of the members of city council. My comments
are my own. I encourage citizens to stand up and speak out about things that matter to
you. Most importantly I encourage fellow followers of Christ to come out of the shadows
and stand for truth and justice at every level, even when it means that doing so may result
in ridicule ." [End Steinhagen Verbatim Remarks]
7. Code of Conduct. Council Member Turnbull requested postponement of Item 7.
Steinhagen tabled Item 7.
Mayor Steinhagen called for a recess at 7:51 p.m.
Mayor Steinhagen reconvened the meeting at 8:00 p.m .
Mayor Steinhagen moved to Item 8.
8. Sonoma Public Improvement District (PIO) 2017 Annual Service Plan Update.
Abdi Yassin representing MuniCap, Inc. presented the Sonoma Public Improvement
District (PIO) 2017 Annual Service Plan Update to Council. Items discussed included:
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Service Plan; Assessment Plan; Assessment Roll; Service Plan update for costs of public
improvements Phase I; annual installment amounts; debt service; Phase I collections;
PIO administrative expenses; method for assessments; one property paid assessment in
full; and parcel updates.
Council Member Balkum commented that this is not a renegotiation of any kind and that
some misunderstandings may exists regarding the purpose of the Service Plan Update.
Balkum noted Annual Service Plan Updates are part of the original agreement.
Yassin continued his presentation regarding developer costs; administrative expenses;
principal and interest set; reimbursement does not change unless bonds are refinanced;
first five years are benchmark years; first five years allows more funds to be collected and
then the budget will be adjusted as needed. Balkum commented about having sufficient
funds. Yassin remarked that the maintenance reserve is sufficient at this time. Balkum
asked Yassin for an explanation and justification of the $50 assessment increase. Yasin
explained that the $50 increase on each lot is largely due to the delay in Phase II moving
forward, which, had those lots been under development, would have accommodated the
increase costs of administrative expenses associated with added time for professional
services such as legal review; and based on last year's expenses a $50 increase is
needed.
Steinhagen asked for clarity about which portion of a lot owner's annual assessment is
being increased, because each lot has two financial obligations to the PIO, (1) one is fixed
and finite (typically a thirty-year obligation, which a lot owner can pay-off at any time),
which essentially reimburses the bond-holder and developer for the cost to develop
Sonoma Verde, and (2) the other portion is a permanent, but not fixed, obligation, typically
referred to as the Maintenance portion, which is essentially an escrow account that is set
up for the long-term maintenance of the development's infrastructure and it is the job of
MuniCap, Inc. to advise the City Council, which was obligated to set the Maintenance
portion of the rate when the PIO was approved by a former City Council, to help ensure
that at the point when infrastructure maintenance and repair becomes necessary, there
are adequate funds in escrow to meet those needs; which ensures that, just as all other
neighborhood and developments in M-C must do, lot owners in Sonoma Verde are fully
responsible for the long-term maintenance and repair of the development's infrastructure,
including its streets. Yassin affirmed that the increase is indeed for the maintenance
portion and that the City did not increase costs. He highlighted that the first 3-5 years,
which the development is in, is typically when fluctuations to administrative costs of a PIO
will begin to balance out, and this increase is part of that process. Steinhagen asked if
another fee increase is expected for next year. Yasin indicated that as more phases of
the development are built and lots sold that assessment fees wo.uld drop as new residents
share the expenses.
Steinhagen then asked Yassin to affirm for those attending and watching via the internet
that the funds that are placed in escrow may only be used for maintenance and repair of
the Sonoma Verde infrastructure and that the City cannot use or borrow from those funds,
which Yassin affirmed. Maintenance costs were further discussed as well as a breakdown
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of administrative costs. Steinhagen directed questions to Yassin regarding the one
property who opted to pay pay-off the full fixed portion of their assessment on their Lot
and asked why the proposal being presented for approval exempts that lot owner from
paying the maintenance fee. Yassin indicated the reserve had adequate funds presently
so the decision not to include the remaining maintenance portion of the annual
assessment for this single lot was made. Steinhagen took exception with the decision
arguing that it was not theirs to make and added that it violated his understanding of how
the PIO was structured, since that portion is intended to be a long-term investment in the
future maintenance and repair. Steinhagen referred back to the previous discussion
where Yassin affirmed that the maintenance portion of the assessment was not supposed
to be based on the present condition of the PIO reserve, but on a projected long-range
need of the community, and then argued that the reasoning behind the decision for the
exemption is completely inconsistent with the established purpose, adding emphasis that
MuniCap, Inc. should never again make decisions that exempt any lot owner from the
established obligations to the PIO. Orchard added concern that exempting a lot owner
from their obligation to the maintenance portion of the PIO assessment, for even one year,
creates inevitable problems when the obligation is re-assed, because the lot owner is
likely to be under the misimpression that they have no future obligation and would likely
be up-in-arms about it. Council was unanimous in insisting that all lot owners pay an
annual maintenance fee as established when the PIO was created . Yassin indicated that
the maintenance fee, $62.00 this year but the amount may change over time, will be
applied to every lot owner annually.
Additional discussion was held regarding the developer paying $432,000 in fees and that
the developer will continue to pay those fees until lots are sold. Steinhagen made several
remarks regarding the developer of Sonoma Verde, Russell Phillips. Steinhagen
remarked that Phillips has never done anything unethical or illegal regarding development
in Mclendon-Chisholm. Steinhagen further remarked that former City Council is
responsible for the approval of Sonoma Verde and mentioned that some social media
1
discussions were misleading regarding the subject.
Brief discussion was held regarding the possibility of Council Member Balkum possibly
having a conflict of interest as a resident of Sonoma Verde. Turnbull commented the City
Attorney previously indicated that Balkum does not have a conflict of interest as she has
no more to gain or lose as a resident of Sonoma Verde than anyone else in the
development. Therefore, Balkum is not required to recuse herself from discussions
involving Sonoma Verde.
9. Sonoma Public Improvement District (PIO) 2017 Annual Service Plan Update
Ordinance. Council Member Turnbull made a motion to approve the Sonoma Public
Improvement District (PIO) 2017 Annual Service Plan Update. Balkum seconded the
motion. Yassin offered a suggestion to amend the motion to reflect Council's
preference that a maintenance assessment will be collected from all parcels in
Phase 1 including prepaid parcels with budgeted amounts for principal and interest
adjusted accordingly. Steinhagen repeated the motion to approve the Sonoma
Public Improvement District (PIO) 2017 Annual Service Plan Update as amended.
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Orchard asked if the City Attorney has reviewed the Service Plan Update. Steinhagen
commented that the City Attorney has reviewed the Update. A vote was cast and the
motion carried by unanimous consent.
Mayor Steinhagen moved to Item 11 .
11. Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year starting October 1, 2017 and ending
September 30, 2018. Steinhagen remarked that no action is required this evening
regarding the Budget. However, Steinhagen did state the proposed Budget for the
Fiscal Year starting October 1, 2017 and ending September 30, 2018 will be posted
to the City's website and filed in the City Secretary's Office by August 25, 2017.
Steinhagen also announced that a public hearing to receive input on the Budget
will be held September 12, 2017 during the regularly scheduled City Council
Meeting.
Mayor Steinhagen called for a recess at 8:47 p.m.
Mayor Steinhagen reconvened the meeting at 8:54 p.m .
Steinhagen remarked that Council Member Turnbull will lead discussion on the budget.
Council Member Turnbull began discussion regarding modification of the building permit
portion of the fee schedule. Turnbull suggested that building permit fees should be
determined by a straight valuation percentage with exception to the lowest valued projects
which are generally additions, pools or projects other than new single-family homes.
Turnbull further commented that smaller projects should be charged based on the
inspector's fee plus $25 to cover administrative costs. Additional modifications to the
proposed fee schedule were discussed along with the assumed difference in the amount
of revenue that will be generated moving to the new schedule. Turnbull further
commented that permit revenue is finite and the City should use the revenue while so
many building permits are being issued without taking excessive advantage. Turnbull
explained that moving to the new schedule only requires a simple calculation to figure the
building permit fees as compared to the current schedule. Steinhagen asked questions
regarding the reason for moving from a flat fee to a percentage of valuation. Turnbull
provided remarks regarding fairness of the new schedule and ease of building permit fee
calculation. Potential for increased revenue was discussed among Council. Increased
revenue will come from new residents and tax relief over time could result for current
residents.
12. Proposed
September 30,
relates to early
ultimately lower

Tax Rate for Fiscal Year starting October 1, 2017 and ending
2017. Turnbull led discussion regarding various tax rate scenarios as it
redemption of bonds leading to an early pay off of City Hall debt and
property taxes for citizens once debt is paid in full.

Marti Shew representing Hilltop Securities Inc. discussed scenarios illustrating debt rates
and significant interest savings regarding prepaying bonds ahead of schedule. Additional
discussion included a potential tax rate decrease to 0 .150000 per $100 valuation with
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less money collected for maintenance and operations and more money applied to existing
debt. General discussion was held among Council Members including the likelihood that
increases in permit fees will help to make up for revenue directed to debt service and
reserve funds.
Mayor Pro Tern Orchard summarized Turnbull's scenario regarding a tax rate decrease
and long-term savings for citizens especially if Council continues aggressively paying
down existing debt over the next several years.
Balkum asked Turnbull for clarification regarding the proposed tax rate decrease and
Turnbull provided additional explanations.
Steinhagen commented regarding the Senior Citizen Tax Rate Cap. Ray Smith, CPA
provided comments regarding the Tax Rate and Roll Back Rate as related to the Budget
and bond redemption.
Chris Settle with Hilltop Securities, Inc. presented information regarding the Bond
Redemption Resolution which will be required prior to adopting the Budget and Tax Rate.
Settle explained that a Bond Redemption Resolution will be required each year with
Council determining appropriate amounts if Council intends to continue paying down
additional debt ahead of schedule. Palomba provided clarification that Council is only
voting on a proposed maximum Tax Rate this evening. Additional discussion was held
regarding the timing of adopting the Bond Redemption Resolution on September 12,
2017, required publications of the proposed maximum Tax Rate and Budget and the
Effective Tax Rate was also discussed as it relates to noticing requirements.
Council reviewed the proposed Budget with Ray Smith, CPA, including several specific
line items. Consulting fees were discussed including planning fees, engineering fees and
legal fees necessary for various land development applications.
Steinhagen requested Palomba explain how current development fees are charged and
collected. Palomba explained current development fees such as plat fees, zoning fees
and Board of Adjustment fees and noted that many of the current fees are not adequately
covering the actual cost of professional services associated with development. Revising
the Master Fee Schedule was discussed including the timing of adopting the Fee
Schedule. At Mayor Steinhagen's request, Palomba provided amounts of monies owed
by several developers that remain unpaid to date. Palomba commented that developers
are invoiced each month but that invoices are ignored and there does not seem to be a
consequence for non-payment. Palomba and City Attorney Paschall will research
development and reimbursement agreements and report back to the Council any possible
remedies for collecting outstanding fees. Smith commented that at some point Council
may have to determine that some monies are uncollectable and will have to be written off
as bad debt. Additional discussion included the requirement for developers to deposit
funds as the current practice. At some point, however, deposits were not replenished as
necessary to pay consultants. Ray Smith and Council discussed that invoices from
professionals such as the City Planner or City Engineer may not appear for 30 days and
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deposited developer funds are often quickly depleted and in some cases never
replenished. Some development projects were denied and other developers may be out
of business altogether making collection efforts difficult.
Smith and Council discussed estimated building permit revenue for 2017-2018 based on
the proposed Master Fee Schedule. Interest earning was discussed briefly. Turnbull
requested Smith show an expected increase in revenue for interest. Turnbull commented
that the City will be moving some fund balance to one of the investment pools which is
currently making more interest than the money market account. Turnbull indicated that
he has already asked staff to move money from the money market to the greater yield
pooled funds.
Smith discussed with Council his concerns regarding the Sonoma PIO Administrative
Expense Budget shown in tonight's earlier presentation by Abdi Yassin of MuniCap, Inc.
Smith remarked that budgeted administrative expenses may be too low based on this
year's expenses such as legal fees. Turnbull asked if the Sonoma ordinance adopted
earlier this evening could be modified. Palomba inquired if the actual PIO administrative
expenses could be reviewed more often that annually. It was noted that the Annual
Update determines the amount Rockwall Central Appraisal District (RCAD) collects and
RCAD must have exact numbers from the update to correctly assess Sonoma Verde
residents so amounts must be determined for the year. Other discussion was held
regarding reconsidering the earlier motion. Questions were raised regarding when
MuniCap, Inc. must have the Sonoma Update submitted to RCAD. Boyd London, also
from Hilltop Securities, exited the room with intent to phone Abdi Yassin regarding
concerns and timing issues. London reported the Update must be submitted by midSeptember.
Smith continued discussing the Budget assuming the proposed Tax Rate of 0.150000.
Smith and Council Members reviewed revenue, operating and maintenance expenses
and debt service. Smith suggested the he should create a separate Interest and Sinking
Fund in the accounting system and show maintenance and operations separate from debt
service. Additional discussion was held regarding a decrease in collections from RCAD;
lawn maintenance expenses; landscape redesign expenses and timing of improvements;
surplus amounts; EMS administrative fees; franchise fees; building permit income;
building inspections; manuals; books; maps; fire protection; salaries; retirement costs;
insurance; payroll taxes; processing fees and other various line items were discussed.
General discussion continued regarding the appropriate Tax Rate needed to support the
proposed budget including plans for bond redemption.
Council Member Turnbull, seconded by Mayor Pro Tern Orchard, moved to approve
a proposed Tax Rate of 0.150000 per $100 valuation for Fiscal Year starting October
1, 2017 and ending September 30, 2018, setting a public hearing date to accept
input on the proposed Tax Rate for Tuesday September 12, 2017 during the Regular
City Council Meeting and, if needed, Tuesday September 19, 2017 during a Special
City Council Meeting, to be held at City Hall at 6:30 p.m. A vote was cast and the
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motion carried with 5 in favor (Turnbull, Orchard, Herren, Balkum, and Woodham)
0 against.

Marti Shew, Chris Settle Boyd London departed at 10:54
Mayor Pro Tern Orchard requested clarification from Ray Smith regarding a dip in the
amount of funds in the money market account. Turnbull indicated he had not reviewed
the statements but will prior to the next meeting and indicated Orchard's question could
be addressed at that time.
Mayor Steinhagen called for a recess at 10:55 p.m.
Mayor Steinhagen reconvened the meeting at 11 :07 p.m.
Mayor Steinhagen announced Council will revisit Item 9.
Council Member Turnbull! moved to annul his previous motion regarding an
ordinance accepting and approving the Sonoma Public Improvement District (PIO)
2017 Annual Service Plan Update. Balkum seconded the motion. Steinhagen noted
for the record the reason for the motion to annul the earlier motion is based upon
further review and concern the Sonoma PIO Budget does not appear to be
appropriate. Abdi Yassin will be invited back to the September 12, 2017 Council
Meeting and the item will be reconsidered at that time. A vote was cast on the
motion to annul. The motion carried by unanimous consent.

Ray Smith addressed Council in response to Mayor Pro Tern Orchard's question
regarding a reduction of money market funds over the last few years. Smith reported a
timeline of transactions explaining the reduction in funds focusing on Fiscal Years 20142015 and 2015-1016. Smith applauded the increase in the proposed budget's surplus to
make up for the decrease in funds previous years including bond payments and delays
in PIO reimbursements and sewer tap fees. He also explained that the debt service funds
and maintenance and operating expenses will be better explained once separated
through accounting bookkeeping practices. Ray Smith concluded his comments and then
departed.
Mayor Steinhagen moved to Item 14.
14. Council Member Reports
a. Communications. Council Member Balkum reported the new website is nearly
ready to launch. Steinhagen indicated he would like to send notification of the new
website launch and asked if Balkum would hold off the launch until the following week;
Balkum also reported about the well-attended and successful July 27, 2017 HOA
Leadership meeting with focus on improving communication between the City and
HOAs. Balkum also commented about her plans for the new City Reel which is
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intended to educate prospective Mclendon-Chisholm residents regarding various
neighborhoods in the City and possible Christmas lighting contest.
b. Budget, Finance and Investment. Council Member Turnbull commented he will
be focusing on revisions to the Investment Policy now that the budget is nearing
approval. Turnbull remarked that he directed Palomba to move funds from the money
market to an already established investment pool account for an increased rate of
return and further discussed resolutions for future ACH transfers between current
financial institutions and procedures for such transfers will be established . Steinhagen
thanked Turnbull on behalf of the citizens of Mclendon-Chisholm for his efforts and
contributions on budget preparations and plan for long term savings.
c. Roads and Transportation. Council Member Herren reported on the July
transportation meeting he recently attended and discussed State Hwy 205
improvements and timeline for such improvements.
d. Code of Ordinances. Council Member Woodham reported he was not quite ready
to go forward at this time but he will be focused needed updates to the Code of
Ordinances once the budget is approved.
e. Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department (MCVFD). Mayor Pro Tern
Orchard reported the Fire Department received their new Brush truck and encouraged
citizens to stop by Station 1 to view the new truck which is a great improvement over
the previous truck. Steinhagen reported that MCVFD is selling t-shirts as a fundraiser
for breast cancer awareness . Information is on the MCVFD website. Anyone
interested in ordering a shirt may contact Kenny Griffith at kgriffith@mcvfd .net for
additional information.
15. Reports and Announcements
a. Financial Reports for July 2017
b. Building Official Report for July 2017
c. Rockwall County Sheriff Activity for July 2017
d. Mclendon-Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department
City Administrator Butler announced receipt of a plat application for three lots on the
SW corner of State Hwy 205 and FM 550. Steinhagen requested to be notified
whenever a development related application is submitted to the City. Staff
acknowledge his request.
Mayor Steinhagen announced Council is postponing consideration of Items 7, 13
and 16.
7. Code of Conduct. Postponed.
13. Audit Review Committee and Audit Review Charter. Postponed
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16. Housewarmers Service Agreement. Postponed .
17. Council Member Turnbull moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Council
Member Balkum. The motion to adjourn was approved by unanimous consent.
The meeting was adjourned at 11 :40 p.m.

Robert Steinhagen, Mayor
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